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Tell us about yourself and the creation of your business:  

Angie and Brian (owners).  We live in Star, have 4 kids (2 crazy labs and 2 very dignified cats), enjoy the 
outdoors, sports of all kind (especially golf), and have a great passion for traveling and learning other 
cultures.   
  
BioWest Ag Solutions is a fertilizer manufacturing and crop consulting company.  BioWest has been in 
business for over 25 years (as another name), but we purchased as new owners in 2007.  We both had 
interest in owning and running a business, and when the opportunity came about to purchase a company, 
BioWest was a perfect fit. 

  
Tell us about the vision you have for your company: 

We enjoy using science & nature to help sustain a healthy agriculture industry.  Our focus is to use superior 
inputs and good science design custom fertility programs.   
  
While our market is primarily commercial growers & seed growers, we also service lawn/park, turf and 
environmental bioremediation.  Our five facilities allow us to serve a wide range of customers across the 
western states.  We have grown three-fold in the last 7 years and would like to continue serving areas that fit 
our model.  
  
Many people automatically equate chicken and other various "poop" sources with fertilizer. The truth is that 
while compost is used in some of our products, most of our inputs include minerals, seaweed, algae, fish 
emulsion, conventional products, and other sources for producing macro and micro nutrients.  We additionally 
have a passion for finding & propagating bugs (bacteria, fungus, etc.) to aid in agriculture production and 
bioremediation services.  We are basically big geeks. 
  

 What do you enjoy most about owning a business and the industry you work in? 
We enjoy the people -- employees, customers and other professionals.  Our business relies on talented 
employees and customers who all know their business.  Our goal is set up the consistent processes and 
supply superior products to help employees & customers do what they know best and let their talent flourish.  

  
What prompted you and your company to support EWGA and how long have you been a sponsor? 

Being new to the area, EWGA networks have opened the door to meeting all kinds of people in a variety of 
professions. 

  
How can our members show their support? 

While turf management is not our main market, we do have great products and consulting experience for 
greens, tee boxes and fairways.  If you know of a grower, golf course or turf provider needing a customized 
fertilizer program or products, keep BioWest in mind. 

  
What do you like most about golf?   

Golf is the most dynamic sport I have played.  It is a sport that can keep you learning for a life-time.  I also 
enjoy the people I get to meet and play with, and to experience new courses and different course 
environments and landscape designs. 
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